The Second-International Symposium on Euthanasia and Assisted Suicide

The Second-International Symposium on Euthanasia and Assisted Suicide on May 29 -30 near Washington DC was a great success. We are currently preparing the DVDs of the talks for distribution at a cost of $49. We are also preparing a full-report of the Second-International Symposium that will include a Synopsis of every presentation. This will be distributed at a cost of $15.

The primary purpose for the Second-International Symposium was to create an effective and unified response as well as to try and instigate the establishment of coalitions on a state or regional level everywhere. We believe the Symposium has helped to create a unified response to the issues and we have now received information about several places that are intending to establish coalitions to oppose assisted suicide.

If you wish to pre-order copies of the Second-International Symposium DVD set or the Full-Report or both, you can do so by emailing us at: euthanasiaprevention@on.aibn.com or by going to our website at: www.euthanasiaprevention.on.ca and pre-paying by making a PayPal donation. Donations of $64, $49, or $15 will be an indication that you are pre-ordering the DVD set or the Full-Report or both.